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A BS T RA CT
Humans are energy hogs, intelligent purveyors of displaced electrical waves
construed from ancient carbon compounds. Our built environment has let
us forget this. Our collective ambivalence towards the subject has grown
with the loss of these public assets to private companies under a socially
engineered lack of public interest in energy production. There was once
a time energy infrastructures were revered and upheld as public spaces,
giant testaments to the greatness of society harnessing the natural world,
gold stars congratulating the intelligence of humankind. Great designers,
political leaders and visionaries created works of art, sculpture, landscape
architecture which functioned for the greater good. Today, these works
have been submerged, covered, cheapened and ill-maintained, forgotten
by a society who assumes the complacent position of “consumer”. We are
not consumers, and it is not a product. We are a system. This thesis aims
to realign our energy needs back into public consciousness to recreate
stewardship around our crumbling energy infrastructure and bring agency to
those wishing to know where their energy comes from.

2

Starting with secondary research on human energy consumption,
it’s recent surge and the technologies which sustain it, the study
will narrow its cartographic pursuits to the region of New England,
where many individual companies hold rights to an intricate energy
system which blurs political boundaries. In mapping this system, we
will create a network wherein the public can occupy space within
their energy infrastructures. In evaluating this network, the focus will
downshift into a site specific, primary investigation of these ideals in
an urban environment, concluding in a design exercise in landscape
urbanism which focuses not on the adaptive reuse of infrastructures
past, but the seamless political integration of the public realm and
existing essential infrastructures which function today.

3

INT RODU CTION

In this globalized economy, the friction between the two worlds is likely to increase, and
with that increase will come more war. Could creating a more transparent energy system

The world consumes 543 quadrillion British Thermal Units (Btu) per year.1 Of those, We,

hold us accountable for these wrongdoings? If we had a public realm which celebrated
transparency and reverence to these systems which sustain us, surely governments and
public which support them would advocate for cleaner energy.

the people of United States consume 97 quads, or 18% of the world’s energy. Per capita,
we use around seven thousand kilograms of oil equivalent energy annually, a value which
has nearly tripled since the 1950’s.2 Worldwide, energy consumption has escalated, and
yet only those who are in the business of creating it truly understand the cost. It is time
we look to electricity, the invisible culprit that crosses political lines, who runs under foot
and above head, occupying our world while we struggle to grasp how it works and where
it comes from. The ultimate consumable that creates all others owns us, we do not own it.
It’s time to demystify energy and bring it into the public realm.

For years, energy has been one of the most pressing issues in politics, however, John
Deutch concludes in his book The Crisis in Energy Policy, “politics is about sentiment, not
calculation”.4 It is in this matter, around which the discipline of landscape architecture
has skirted around these issues, prematurely greenwashing and solar panelling the world
before fully analyzing the existing system and its connections to the public who uses it.
Deutch goes on to explain that crafting policies and designing for these issues which are
both cost effective and acceptable requires much needed attention to numbers and heavy
analysis. We are the beneficiaries of a revolution in energy, yet we know not where it
comes from. It is time as a discipline to look very hard at what truly exists before us and
be able to present it to the public at large.

As movements regarding responsibly sourced consumables emerge, we the patrons of
the electrical age should have the same sense of agency regarding our energy needs. The
energy powering your personal device may have come from an impoverished coal miner,
a barrel of war torn Sudanese oil reserves, or a solar plant in the Mojave. However, the
general public is not at liberty to know how to purchase sustainable energies, nor are
they allowed to see the infrastructure which accompanies it. In truth, most energy is
“blood energy”. In the book Blood and Oil: The Dangers and Consequences of America’s
Growing Petroleum Dependency, Michael T. Klare, a professor of peace and world security
at Hampshire College, highlights the growing conflicts around energy.3 He states, “The
world has long been bifurcated between energy-surplus and energy-deficit states, with
the former deriving enormous political and economic advantages from their privileged
condition and the latter struggling mightily to escape their subordinate position.”

1

US Energy Information Administration. What is the United States’ share of world energy consumption? May 2016. https://www.eia.
gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=87&t=1
2

Moore, J. Richard. US Energy Consumption: How much do we use?. May 24, 2010
http://www.pennenergy.com/articles/pennenergy/2010/05/us-energy-consumption.html
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HURRICANE SANDY OUTAGE - LOWER MANHATTAN

Source: globalchange.gov
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Michael T. Klare. Blood and Oil: The Dangers and Consequences of America’s Growing Petroleum Dependency.
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John M. Deutch. The Crisis in Energy Policy. 2011.
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In the middle of 20th century, energy rich countries developed into economic
powerhouses and the balance of world power came into question. In October of 1973,
twelve members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries announced an oil

At the 1893 Chicago Worlds Fair, the height of electrical glory, Nikola Tesla churned
out Alternating Current for the world’s elite, displaying the opportunities which this
technology could give the public realm. In his article “The Age of Electricity”, Tesla saw

embargo following the US support of Israel in the Yom Kippur War.5 The embargo defined
“oil as a weapon” for the US, concentrating wealth back into hands of the producers.6
Production dropped 25%, and prices raised from 3 dollars a barrel to an astounding 60
dollars today. Inevitably chaos ensued, and the US struggled to quickly put together a plan
of action. In response, the 1970’s witnessed a policy movement for energy security, but
as the environmental movement boomed, infrastructure surrounding the dirty nature of
energy acquisition and dispersal became removed from public vision. Infrastructure was
buried, a necessary evil, reminding us of our interdependence and the burgeoning reality
of globalized economies. Although prices have remained in fluctuation, these policies have
created a complacent consumer base. We exist blindly reassured that there will always be
enough, taking little interest in the faculty of these services.

energy as the great equalizer of society, saying “if we want to reduce poverty and misery,
if we want to give to every deserving individual what is needed for a safe existence of an
intelligent being, we want to provide more machinery, more power. Power is our mainstay,
the primary source of our many-sided energies.”8 The aesthetics and transparency of how
these components worked was just as important of their subverted function: an intelligent
UX design for a product to be bought into and understood by a willing public. With its
foray into mainstream culture, electricity came in masterfully gilded objects, built to last
and to inspire. In the New Deal Era of the 40’s public works were heavily designed and
valued culturally, especially those of the hydroelectric power movement which featured
the Hoover Dam and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The book, Tennessee Valley
Authority : Design and Persuasion, highlights this era through a look into the New York
World’s fair of 1939-40, which “proffered the notion that public works were at the core
of highest American values, and design was key to it’s success.”9 In the height of the TVA
project, MoMa presented an exhibition dedicated to the design of the TVA and political
power design held for “the creative power of democracy”.10

There was once a time where infrastructure regarding energy was highly designed,
daringly public and incorporated into our daily life. Scientific discoveries were
romanticized and electricians were deemed wizards. One of the first mergers of landscape
to this technical world was the advent of Niagara Falls, America’s first state park.
Designed in 1885 by Frederick Law Olmsted, the park was created in response to the over
industrialized and hyper utilitarian view that had become of the space which was once
a public amenity. This was the first time the discipline was looked to for guidance in the
successful merger of infrastructure of that caliber and public space.7

6

NIKOLA TESLA - COLORADO SPRINGS 1899

Source: http://imgur.com/gallery/
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John M. Deutch. The Crisis in Energy Policy. 2011

6

Ibid

7

Spirn, Anne Whiston. Constructing Nature: The Legacy of Frederick Law Olmsted. Accessed 2016

8

Tesla, Nikola. The Age of Electricity. Cassier’s Magazine. Engineering Illustrated. Volume XI Nov 1896 - April 1897.

9

Culvahouse, Tim. The Tennessee Valley Authority: Design and Persuasion. Pg 104.
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Many landscape urbanists have begun to look into the avenue of public infrastructure
as a nesting ground for our work. Most focus on repurposing or remembering forgotten
infrastructures, from Haag’s Gasworks Park to contemporary linear parks like The

T ODAY
In 2010, MoMa highlighted work of Landscape Architects again, this time with “Rising
Currents: Projects for New York’s Waterfront” - in an effort to excite the general public
about the impending effects of climate change.11 The shift of a proactive to a reactive
discourse is evident, however in doing this we must not forget the energy systems which
are already in place and once garnered so much public attention. Today, these sources of
wealth within the greater landscape are hidden away, built into form based codes seeking
to bury the deeper meanings tied to their use - each identical in form, but functionally
carrying energies from varied sources. They act as vessels instead of components, a
design opportunity which could usher in a new era of infrastructure, one that values
transparency and encourages public involvement.

Highline, to repurposing large infrastructural sites like landfills at Fresh Kills or creating
entire networks of post industrial corridors like the Ruhr Valley in Germany, a small peice
of which is Duisburg-Nord.14 Although noble and purposeful in their endeavors to reclaim
lost space, we should look at the spaces which are not lost, but simply underutilized in our
current environments.
In the article “Big Nature” Jane Amidon explores the new vein of preemptive work
landscape architects are seeking, one which “moves beyond reclamation” and creates
a “proactive, than reactive, stance”.15 We have the ability as a discipline to shift the
attention not to re-purposing what has been left behind, but to share space that is already
functional, and advocate for our involvement in rebuilding our failing systems. It’s time
to create a mobilized culture which believes we can enhance and utilize function with
systems already in place, a platform which advocates for our involvement in rebuilding
our failing systems, today, right now.

The need for designers to tackle the energy crisis has been present since the 1960’s,
when Buckminster Fuller addressed the International Union of Architects in an agenda to
invest their skills into the design problem of the century: how to make 40% of the world’s
resources account for 100% of the populaces’ energy needs.12 In response, the World
Design Science Decade series was written, co-authored with John McHale, a sociologist/
artist. In these writings, McHale claimed that industry and agriculture needed to be
reconceived as “ecologically operating systems rather than piecemeal aggregates of
unrelated processes… and to more fully appraise the role of man-made systems which are
also natural systems in the overall integral functioning of the system.13 These sentiments
are still true today and Landscape Architecture is it’s best advocate.

11

Museum of Modern Art. Rising Currents. Moma Exhibition 2010. New York, New York.
http://www.moma.org/explore/inside_out/category/rising-currents
12

Buckminster Fuller and John McHale, Phase I (1963) Document 1: Inventory of World Resources Human Trends and Needs
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University, 1963).
13

John McHale, Phase II (1967) Document 6: The Ecological Context: Energy and Materials (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University,
1967)1
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MANCHESTER ST STATION - PROVIDENCE, RI

Source: Kelsey Wakefield
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Waldheim, Charles. The Landscape Urbanism Reader. 2006. Princeton Architectural Press.

15

Amidon, Jane. Big Nature. Design Ecologies: Essays on the Nature of Design (Blostein and Tilder, eds). March 20, 2012
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As a constituent, the ability to know where your energy comes from is limited. Most
multinational companies, like National Grid, buy and resell from smaller generators.
This is the equivalent of taking water from Mongolia, Lake Erie, and Jordan, mixing it
in the same bowl and reselling it as pure item. Like other consumables, energy is site
specific. It is our job to highlight its use and transferral through the global economy
to create a responsible user base.
Public space has an ability to create a platform to choose, to value what is best for
the greater good. If we as designers are not interacting with policy in some way,
we are wasting our efforts. Public works should be revered, maintained, seen and
integrated into the lives of the taxpayers who support them.

MANCHESTER ST STATION - PROVIDENCE, RI
10

Source: Kelsey Wakefield
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P HA SE O NE
NO R T HEA ST ENER GY SYST EM
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ABSTRACT

INT R O D U C T IO N

In this phase, I’m looking into how regional energy systems work in the
Northeastern Corridor. How is electricity produced and how does it get to us?
The main investigation is of how energy flows and is conveyed to us and what
picture that builds for a regional system in the future.

The grid is alive.
It’s constantly generating, consuming, reassessing and stabilizing itself. It projects
and calculates what we need, when we need it and delivers it to us instantaneously.
It is our most tireless companion and we rely on it for everything.

The main method of data acquisition was through national energy data as well
as data from the balancing authorities which maintain the region. There is also a
fair amount of data from energy companies in the New York region, specifically
ConEdison, TransCanada and NationalGrid. From this data, maps were created
and analyzed.

Have you ever stopped to think about this magical organism and your
relationship to it?
This is an inquiry into our understanding of this creature as a discipline.
What does it eat? Where does it live? Does it have something to say to us?

M E T HO D S

Common perception in landscape is that these objects are static. They are not.
They are just as alive as the birds and trees, you and I.

1. Data Collection from US Energy Information Administration
2. Mapping using GIS data from New York / New England
3. Primary research via historical accounts of electrical history
4. Test EMFs around power plants via EMF research device.

How can we give energy infrastructures a voice in landscape?
NYISO NEWS ROOM
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Source: NYISO - nyiso.com
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ELE C T RIC IT Y: H O W I T WO RKS

G ENER AT IO N T O D I ST R IB U T IO N

Simply put, electricity is the flow of electrons. There are several ways you can create a conductive
conduit which will carry a current. Creating a current can happen from a mechanical or chemical
potential, which turns a magnet around metal. This current creates both an electrical field, and a
magnetic field.

Energy is made by translating potential energy from fuels into currents in the form of
electromagnetic waves in real time as it’s being used. Fuels and types of generation vary,
but the process of taking it from the generation location to users is the same no mater
what type of fuel is being used. Here is a step by step process in its travels.

switch

GENERATION : Use fuel to create energy, can be anything from fossil fuels to wind. The current created from

1

generation is then stepped up in voltage to carry the energy long distances before going to power lines.

flow of e-

ELEC TROMAG N E T I SM
This shows a the fields which are created from electric current
running through a magnet. Depending on the current and magnet,
varying levels of frequencies are produced - radio to x ray.

LONG RANGE TRANSMISSION : The electric current travels quickly through long distance lines for many

2

miles. Usually paired up with highway systems, these lines terminate in towns and cities to be distributed.

3

A STATIONS : These stations step down the voltage from the high powered lines, to a more safe conveyance of

4

SUB TRANSMISSION : These lines take the low energy current to

5

B STATIONS : These stations prepare low energy current to

5

DISTRIBUTION: Electricity is delivered

HOW ITS MEASURED

neighborhood substations.

ENERGY AMOUNT OF ELECTRICITY USED OVER TIME

5

AMOUNT OF ELECTRICITY USED OVER TIME

Source: How is Electricity Measured? www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/
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3
2

Most power plants
make around 400-600
MW of power.

POWER

1

SUBTRANSMISSION

to customers via low voltage lines

WATT & MEGAWATT

The average household
uses 900 kWh per
month, or 30kwh a day.

4

be distributed to residents in neighborhood.

Electricity is hard to understand because it’s a combination of factors
which all have different units. It is measured by how strong (volts)
and fast (amps) the current is. However, when talking about production
and distribution of it - it’s relayed in terms of energy and power.

KILOWATT HOUR

DISTRIBUTION TO
CUSTOMERS

electricity to more localized substations. A stations are larger than B stations and are highly visible fenced areas.

U NID IR EC T I O NA L C ONVEYANC E
Electricity moves along a current in one direction from most to least resistance.
In this case its a batter which moves electrons from a negative terminal to a positive
terminal when the connection is made to convey them.

6

B STATIONS

A STATIONS

LONG RANGE
TRANSMISSION

GENERATION
Source: National Energy Map - eia.gov
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600 BCE

Thales of Miletus a Greek Philosopher describes
static electricity through fur
and amber.

STATIC ELECTRICITY

450 BCE

250 BCE

Democritus developed
atomic theory, the first step
in understanding electrons.

ATOMIC THEORY

1705

1752

1800

1791

The Baghdad Battery was
invented, first storage of
energy .

Francis Hauksbee makes
a gas discharge lamp and
experiments with electric
forces in vacuums.

Benjamin Franklin conducts the
famous key and kite
experiment in a storm proving
lightning is indeed electricity.

Luigi Galvani discovers
bioelectricity showing
that nerve cells utilize
electricity for signaling.

STORAGE

GAS INTERACTION

NATURAL CAUSATION

BIOELECTRICS

1831

1880

Francis Ronalds creates first
working electric telegraph
system which becomes a
worldwide communication tool.

Alessandro Volta makes battery from
alternating layers of zinc and copper,
creating a current which creates a
constant charge.

ELECTRICAL CURRENT

TELE - COMMUNICATION
1947

1905

1887

1885

1816

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM

To this day, rotating a magnet
around wire is the most used
method for power generation.
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HI ST O RY O F
EL EC T R IC IT Y

E L E CT RICAL S CI E NCE S ESTABLISHED

AN C IE N T S TUD IES

DIRECT
CURRENT

RADIO

MICRO

10 3

10-2

IR

10-5

VISIBLE

10-6

_
UV

X-RAY GAMMA

10-8

10-10

Thomas Edison patents
and gives the first public
demonstration of the
incandescent light bulb

ELECTROMAGNETISM

LIGHT BULBS

TE C HN O LO G I C A L R E VO L UTI ON

_

10-12

ALTERNATING
CURRENT
WAVELENGTH (METERS)

Michael Faraday discovers
electromagnetic induction and
creates the first prototype for a
modern electric motor.

1991

Edison and Nikola Tesla battle over which
form of electric current is better, AC or DC.
Alternating current proves more effective
and safe over long distances.

Heinrich Hertz proves existence of
electromagnetic radiation and it’s
varied wave cycles. Radio frequencies
are modulated by electric pulse.

DISTANCE TRANSMISSION

EMFS & RADIO WAVES

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Einstein finds photoelectric
effect which leads to quantum
theory & development of modern
day photocells and solar power.

QUANTUM THEORY

MOD E R N E L E CT RONI CS

The transistor is developed, which
allows small devices to be able to
control signals better and lead to
modern day electronics.

MICRO - ELECTRONICS

Developed first at CERN in the 1980’s the
World Wide Web becomes a public amenity the
early 1990’s and fully incorporated by the end
of the decade.

THE INTERNET
19

DAI LY LO G I S T ICS &
OP ERAT I O N S O F T HE G RID

Because the grid does not store energy, a great deal of care is taken when managing it. Every day
each managing group goes through a process of projecting energy expectations with real time
needs which results in a constant supply of energy to all the systems which need it. If one of these
processes fails, we have outages.

INTERCONNECTIONS & B A L A NC I NG

Source: EIA data - eia.gov

QUEBEC
INTERCONNECTION

NEEDS X

NYISO

GIVES X
FOR X

CALCULATIONS : Operators project calculations

about how much energy their region will need for the next
day depending on weather, past calculations, growth and
time of year.

WESTERN
INTERCONNECTION

BIDS & AGREEMENTS: Operators send out

EASTERN
INTERCONNECTION

bids to generation companies as a request for how much
energy they need. Companies respond and make written
agreements to guarantee a steady amount of energy

THE SYSTEM
IN QUESTION

IS THERE A WAY TO HAVE A SMARTER
GRID WHICH CAN STORE ENERGY?

OPERATION: One by one generators

are signaled to be turned on relative to
real time needs. They are timed to produce
energy with the fluctuation of daily use and
are managed down to the minute.

ENERGY LOSS: if we don’t use the

energy in that moment, the energy is lost. in the
current paradigm there is little to no storage.
20

BALANCING AUTHOR ITIES

EXCHANGE: If business goes as projected,

little exchange between other regions is necessary.
If however, the projections are off, the system
needs to import or export energy to balance itself.
Source: NYISO - nyiso.com

The North American Grid is comprised of 4 major interconnections,
East, West, Texas and Quebec. Within these interconnections exist smaller
balancing authorities which control regional energy output and needs.
These balancing authorities speak to one another every 5 minutes in order to
make sure the loads between them can be sustained by the infrastructure.

TEXAS
INTERCONNECTION

T HE G RI D D OES NOT ST ORE ENERGY, IT ONLY CONV EY S IT .

21

F U ELIN G T HE G R I D

Energy sources in the United States are based in regional landscapes. The Pacific Northwest is powered primarily from hydropower, the
Southwest and Carolinas are investing in Solar, and those in the Appalachians still use coal as a primary energy source. The Midwest is
fueled by No.6 oil and natural gas, with a side of wind. However, there is one fuel source which can be considered ubiquitous: Natural
Gas. Because the grid needs to be insured at all times, Natural Gas is the most secure fuel source the nation uses. Nearly all back up
generation stations have natural gas reserves on site, and cities rely on its security. However, there has been headway in transitioning
into a cleaner energy economy with more wind farms and solar arrays displacing natural gas in many areas. However, because of the
inability to have a steady source of energy, the current paradigm of the US grid makes it hard for intermittent clean energy to establish
itself within the market.

SEATTLE
SPOKANE
BURLINGTON

BISMARK

PORTLAND

PORTLAND

BILLINGS

BOSTON
MINNEAPOLIS
BUFFALO
MADISON

BOISE

NON-RENEWABLE FUELS
COAL

Coal is a solid fuel made from decomposed plant matter. It is considered the
dirtiest fossil fuel. It was the first primary fuel for industry.

NEW YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO

SOUIX FALLS

CLEVELAND
PITSBURGH

PETROLEUM

This is a liquid fossil fuel which is more refined than
coal. However the kind used in power plants is No. 6 the
least refined version - and therefore the dirtiest.

NATURAL GAS

SALT LAKE
CITY

Natural gas is the cleanest of the fossil fuels, and
is the most widely available and least expensive
fuel on the market currently.

DES MOINES
CHEYENNE

WASHINGTON D.C.
LINCOLN

DENVER

RENO

SAN
FRANCISCO

CHARLESTON

KANSAS
CITY
LAS
VEGAS

CHARLOTTE
NASHVILLE

LITTLE
ROCK

OKLAHOMA
CITY

LOS
ANGELES

PHEONIX

ATLANTA

ALBUQUERQUE
MONTGOMERY

SAN
DIEGO
FORT
WORTH
EL
PASO
AUSTIN

RENEWABLE FUELS

ORLANDO

NEW ORLEANS
HOUSTON

MIAMI
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D
WIN

L
COA

FUE
BIO

AR

L

EUM
SOL

RO
HYD

LG
URA
NAT

FUEL KEY

ER

WIND

Wind, like solar, is geographically based. It uses the airflows
of to turn turbines which generate electricity. They are most
applicable off shore, where there are strong winds, and inland
US plains.

ROL

SOLAR

Solar uses photo voltaic cells to capture the suns
energy and convey it to a battery or to a grid. At this
point there its limited by geography and weather
patterns.

PET

GEOTHERMAL

Geothermal is unique in that the only region
which is suited to it in mass in this country
is the inland west.

POW

BIOFUELS

These fuels come in many varieties, from wood
to bio diesel. They are an alternative to fossil
fuels, yet less effective than other renewables.

AS

HYDROELECTRIC

Hydro is used nationwide on many scales.
It generates electricity from large moving
water bodies.

Source: EIA data - eia.gov
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N EW Y ORK I S O :
AN EN E RGY E XC H A N G E
CEN T E R

FU E LS
Source: NYISO - nyiso.com

44%

NATURAL GAS
& NO.6 FUEL

31%

NUCLEAR

19%
HYDRO

3%
WIND

1%
COAL

<1%
SOLAR

New York is the poster child for grid lock.
It’s constantly intaking energy from Canada, funneling it down
through Hudson Valley to New York City. It also lends a great deal of
it’s resources in exchanging energy from Penyslyvania, utilizing their
vast natural gas fields and refineries. New York benefits greatly from
others’ dirty work. Some of the natural gas development has leaked
into upstate New York, but new initiatives have been set up to revalue
land in that area for wind farms and hydroelectric operations.

CANADIAN ENERGY

Governor Cuomo wishes to have 50% of New
York State run off renewables by 2030.
Because the grid operates in real time, storage technology needs to be
improved before a full scale implementation of renewables is viable.
This is being addressed by engineers. However, there is an even larger
and more pressing issue.

New York’s energy infrastructures are aging.
In the future, as we rebuild these infrastructures to run on a
sustainable diet of renewable fuels. During this window of time, there
is great opportunity to design with the new grid.

Designers could and should have a hand in
rebuilding these infrastructures.

EERIE ENERGY

CT ENERGY

THE BOTTLE NECK
PA ENERGY

This is a call to be involved with these infrastructures, to create them
to better serve those who share space with them.
Let the rebuild begin.
8
4
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Source: EIA data - eia.gov
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40 MI
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NY ISO B A L A N CIN G A UTHO RITY

INC O M I NG ENER GY
O U T G O I NG ENER GY

1500 MW
550 MW

HYDRO QUEBEC (HQ)

NEW
ENGLAND (NPX)

HQ CEDARS

200 MW
NPX NEW ENGLAND

1100 MW

200 MW

HU M AN DAILY E L E C T R IC C Y C L E
HQ CHATEGUAY
IESC

1500

1600 MW

1500 MW

POW E R E XCHA NG E D ( M W )

Source: NYISO - nyiso.com

LAKE ERIE LOOP FLOW

NEW Y ORKS META BOLIC EXC HAN G E S

HQ CHATEGUAY

17k

1000

BED TIME

WAKE UP

16k

15k

PJW NEPTUNE

500

POW E R NE E D E D

Just like New York is a balancing authority within the greater Eastern Interconnection,
it has it’s own sub-regions which are balanced in real time at the ISO center in Albany.
Some regions handle a lot of flow, like New York at 6,100 MW on average, and down to
the smaller regions which abut Canada.
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0
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MORNING
COMMUTE
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660 MW
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T RAN S M I S S IO N &
ELEC T RO M AG N E T I C
FRE QU E N C I E S

DUR ING TR ANS MIS S ION AR OUND
5 - 7% OF ENER GY IS LOS T
TO THE ENVIR ONMENT.
“SAFE ZONE”:
40 V/m
.4 μT

^2000 V/M
^20 μT

Depending on the load, transmission lines vary in shape
and size. They also vary in the amount of electromagnetic
waves they output into the air. These are reputedly unsafe
for humans to be around for extended periods of time. The
recommended guidelines for safety are much lower than
readings around most power lines.

500 V/M
15-20 μT

100 V/M
10-15 μT
10 V/M
8 μT

4 μT

2 μT

Should this be of concern?
How could we begin to use this excess energy?

500 KV OR ABOVE
Source: OHSA.gov & field studies

230 KV

TRANSMISSION

138 KV

69 KV

SUB TRANSMISSION

7 - 13 KV
DISTRIBUTION

LOC A L D I S T R ICT & CO GENE RAT I O N S YS T E MS
In district energy, or co-generation, systems
energy travels small distances to local
buildings making transmission more efficient.
In general these are plants which use fuel to
heat water into steam, the steam then turns a
turbine and creates electricity, but the excess
steam is reused for other energy opportunities.
This gives allows the plants to produce both
electricity and heat in the form of steam which
allows buildings to also generate their own
heating or cooling.

As the birthplace of the modern grid,
New York is teeming with energy.
However, it can only supply itself with 40% of the energy it
needs. It is heavily dependent on other networks to subsidize. In
summer months the grid is heavily stressed at peak hours of the
day. Due to these times, the city has enlisted a power authority
to build out and maintain 48 back up generators throughout the
city which it only utilizes a couple days a year.

Many energy infrastructures go unnoticed.
One of these networks is the New York City Steam system.
Built in the late 1800’s it’s the oldest and largest of these
co-generation systems in the world. At 92 miles of steam pipe,
it powers most of midtown and downtown Manhattan. The two
plants which create steam for the system are also two of the
main generation facilities for the city - Ravenswood at 2500 MW
and the East River Plant at 800 MW.

As we look to rebuild and integrate new grid systems,
a co-generative approach between public and private
use of these spaces could bring upon a new paradigm
of public energy infrastructures.

20% ENERGY LOSS

60% ENERGY LOSS

]

FUEL

NEW YORK CITY

]

40% STEAM
20% HEAT

FUEL

40% ENERGY
TO GRID

40% STEAM TO STEAM GRID
40% ENERGY TO GRID
600

STA NDA RD P O WE R PL A NT
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3600

1200

VS.

CO-GENER ATION PLANT

2400

6000 FT

NEA RLY 6 0% OF NY I SO
EL ECT RICIT Y IS CONSUM ED I N
T HE NEW Y ORK CI T Y A REA ,
W HERE ONLY 40% OF I T IS M A D E.
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FI NDING S + CON CLUSIO N S
Most of the feedback I got in this phase was related to what types of
applications could be possible for this type of research question. I was able to
tap into questions about a potential sound installation, and my other elective
course “Sonic Practices” can and will definitely be a part of what I focus on
moving forward.
There was also a very large conversation around the focus of “conveyance”
and the transmission of energy as the focus of my inquiry. I do believe this is
true. Although production and renewable energy is an end goal, I believe that
the actual conveyance and spatial relationships of transmitting energy is more
important to my thesis and the field of landscape architecture.
The largest take away from this body of research is that THE GRID IS NEVER
STATIC, and it ONLY CONVEYS ENERGY, IT DOES NOT STORE IT.
This was a revelation, and had me focused on how this system is able to
continue being so efficient without any sort of real reserve system - and then
thats how I became interested in more local forms of energy that serve as
buffers to this larger system. They are so important to the overal vitality of the
grid as a whole.
30

A S S ES S MENT
So how do we bring the vitality and massive implications of this infrastructure
to a public audience? Peter made the comment that “What was once
mirculous is lost in the mundane. That it appears you want to reinfuse
transmission with wonder - and that wonder includes the very human aspects
of something that seems to be automatic.”
It’s true. It’s anything but automatic. It’s all controlled by humans just like you
or I, but if it could speak, what would it say?
Peter seemed very interested in how I wanted the power grid could “talk to
us” - and instead of a poetic or personal feeling, he also brought up the point
that having the grid talk to us was just as much practical as it was artful.
It is with this, I wil begin to explore just what the grid can say to us. How can
it help us, help it?
We can design both a practical and engaging system.
It can be both political and beautiful.

Research for this phase was very broad and general in the context of electric
energy in general, but also hyper specific to New England. I feel that the
general body of knowledge I obtained from the EPA and NYISO has given me a
very strong base for digging into a smaller part of the system.

What about the safety concernig high energy systems? How can you safely
integrate public spaces with highly mechanized machinery? Are there other
faces to these systems which may be more accessible at local levels than high
grade transmission?

Contextually, I feel comfortable going forward in understanding how these
smaller systems exist within NYISO and how climate, time of year and energy
trends can influence whatever system it is I decide to settle into.

Going forward, I think it could be easy to get lost in the connections and
transmision instead of siting specific points of interjection - as most of what
the grid concerns is the transmission of energy.

I’ve definitely decided that I will be looking into smaller systems within New
York City, which is all owned by ConEdison. Because they are all owned by
one company, it makes it that much easier to understand the relationships
between them and source the information.

The ability to be able to spatialize this in relation to humans will be key.

I think what is most difficult now is to start seeking out smart insertion points
into a system which could result in a decentralized vision. What types of
components could “speak”, can EMF’s be a part of this investigation?
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P HA SE T WO
NEW YO R K ST EA M SYST EM
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INT R O D U C T IO N

A B S T R A CT

In 1880, Birdsill Holly created the first District Steam System, just two years
later, the New York Steam Company was created and Manhattan would never be
the same again.

In this phase, I’m researching how to codify electrical energy and narrow down
the site scope to a single energy system within New York City: The Steam System.
How does the New York Steam System operate and how does it impact us?
The main investigation remain about conveyance of energy, but is now focused on
just one smaller system which is under pressure. How is steam made, conveyed
and used in this historic network? Why was it built the way it is? Who does it
supply its energy to, and how does it intersect with the public realm?

“New York City’s steam system is the largest in the world.
No other urban steam system comes close.” -New York Times
With 105 miles of pipe, and over 2,000 buildings powered - it’s a system that
is ever present in Manhattan as steam escapes through vents and manholes
all throughout Manhattan. It’s constantly generating and outputting 10 Million
pounds of steam per hour under everyones feet, and almost no one knows about
it.

Data was acquired through Consolidated Edison, the steam systems owner.
Historic data from NYC Archives, New York Times and New York City Planning
were also used. From this data, maps were created and analyzed with existing
public space.

M E T HO D S

Who is this lost treasure of energy infrastructure that is specific to New York
City?

1. Modeling information found from Con Edison’s Archives
2. Mapping using GIS data from New York / New England
3. Primary research of historical accounts of NYC History
4. Building a machine which senses Electro Magnetic Frequencies

The question still remains...
STEAM ROOM IN MIDTOWN 1900’S
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Source: New York Times - https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/10/nyregion

How can we give energy infrastructures a voice in landscape?
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T RA C IN G E N D E M IC E NE RG IE S

R EG I O NA L P INC H

Source: National Energy Map - eia.gov

Energy which lands in New York City comes
from all over the region. Although always in flux,
there are certainly general trends in how energy
is moved across the land. Here are the main
pathways energy takes, or could take,
to get to New York City.

How can we trace endemic energy and convey that information locally?
The North Eastern Electrical Grid is an enormously complex creature.
Let us query to trace where our energy comes from.
Is there a method of coding where energy comes from that will allow
easy conveyance of that information to the public?

CANADIAN ENERGY

In this study, modulation of frequencies is looked at as a method of
tracing where energy comes from.

EERIE ENERGY

NE ENERGY

T HE
B OT T L E NECK

KEY

PA ENERGY

NEW ENGLAND ENERGY
PENNSYLVANIA ENERGY
CANADIAN ENERGY
NEW YORK ENERGY
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CODIN G CO N V E YA N CE
D IGITAL DATA TO AN ALO G SIGN AL

By using modulation in frequencies of electric current - you can embed information into them. If at each
power plant a specific code was embedded into electric currents made at that specific plant any where in the
system could de-code it and know where the energy they were currently using comes from. It’s this method
which we will employ when moving forward with how to create a space for informative energy conveyance.

WAVE MODULATION : A M ET HO D O F T R A C ING ENER GY
2
1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

CODING

POWER PLANT

EMBEDDED CODE

bit sent

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

signal

BIPHASE TECHNIQUE

baseline

ELECTRICAL
CURRENT

The literal on/off frequencies of binary code.

time
intervals

CODED CURRENT
ENCODER

ASK - AMPLITUDE SHIFT KEYING
Amplitude based shift keying is translating the
digital “ons” into an amplitude of choice - to be
read as off on.

4

DE-CODING

FSK - FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
Frequency based shift keying is translating the
digital “ons” into two varied frequencies of
choice. This is the most used, and is probably the
best way to modulate a code into sound.

I’M FROM THE EAST
RIVER PLANT, COME
AND VISIT ME!

3

TRANSMISSION

I’M FROM QUEBEC,
CANADA - OUI !

PSK - PHASE SHIFT KEYING

Source: National Energy Map - eia.gov
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Phase based shift keying is translates the
digital code into a forward and reversal of wave
direction. This could be useful in transmission as
it’s directional.

5

DISPLAY
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Birdsill Holly - an
American from upstate NY
invites investors to his house,
to sell his patent of district
steam to cities. There is little
buy in, but before long, cities
across the country begin
making small systems for
dense downtowns.

A record storm obliterates New
York City and power lines
topple over. The only citizens
left with power are steam
customers. Steam gains
headway as viable energy
option for NYC

1890’S
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The New York Steam Company
is a private company which is
later absorbed by Con Edison
who now has a monopoly on
all energy systems in NYC.

Source: New York Times and Con Edison

By the early 1900’s steam was
used to heat high rise buildings
and was an essential part of
how these buildings function.
Today district heat is still best
used in this type of scenario,
which has limited it’s scope to
downtown and midtown.

CUSTOMER

TURBINE

1910
This is a section through one of
the main steam plants built in
NYC Steam Co’s prime. This is
still one of the 5 which runs the
system today - and it protected
by the Historic Register.

A steam pipe was submerged
in water and caused a huge
explosion at Gramercy Park
where 2 people died, and 19
were injured. Another event
like this happened in 2007.

2012
SEA LEVEL RISE

NEW YORK STEAM CO

1889

1900’S

POWER PLANT

HEAT
EXCHANGER

STEAM
TRANSMISSION

Local district power works by using steam and heat
transfers to power buildings in a small centralized
system. Steam is created in a plant which also
produces electricity. The steam is sent out in an
underground network which is then pumped into
a regulator in the bottom of the building using
the steam. From the regulator, steam either goes
into the building and is used by individual floors
separately. In many cases, its just met with a heat
exchanger which creates electric energy from
thermal induction - the cold steam is then pumped
back to the power station for reuse. Except for the
heavy maintenance and fossil fuel use - district
power is a pretty sustainable idea at smaller scales.
However, New York’s Steam System is one of the
larges Local District power systems in the world.

STATS

1989
AGING SYSTEM

GUILDED AGE OF STEAM

As the Electric system was
rebuilt, the steam lines were
also laid. Many large cites built
these two systems in tandem
with one another. This caused
many uprisings from residents
who weren’t benefiting - as the
energy was only going to the
wealthiest in the city.

LO C A L D I ST R IC T P O WER

ELECTRIC
TRANSMISSION

TIMELINE OF THE NY C S T EA M S Y S T EM

TEMPLE OF POWER

STEAM VALIDATION

1886

HO LLY ’S HISTORY
AGE OF SKYSCRAPERS

DISTRICT ENERGY

1880

All systems were shut down
preemptively during super
storm sandy. Because all of the
infrastructure is underground if any of it gets inundated
there would be explosions
under all of downtown.

1.2 M

1,800

105 MI

3,000

10 M

TONS OF CO2
ELIMINATED
PER YEAR

CUSTOMERS
(MOSTLY LARGE
SKYSCRAPERS)

OF MAINS AND
SERVICE PIPES

STEAM
MANHOLES

POUNDS OF
STEAM PRODUCED
PER HOUR

CLEAN STEAM?
All the steam plants in NYC currently use natural gas to fuel their
operations. However, there are new technologies being used right now to create steam via
solar and wind power. Solar plants have a pipe which runs through a concave mirror and
boils the water into steam.
Source: Glasspoint Energy Company
https://www.glasspoint.com/technology/
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INTERSECTING INFRASTRUCTURE
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PUBLIC / SEMI PUBLIC BUILDING
SUBWAY LINE
ROADWAY

WATER

STEAM

STEAM SYSTEM

600

STEAM LINE

2400
1200

6000 ft
3600

P U B L I C I NT ER A C T IO NS
WITH S TEAM

STEAM PLANT/ COGEN

INTERSECTING INFRASTRUCTURE
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
SUBWAY STATION
PUBLIC / SEMI PUBLIC BUILDING
SUBWAY LINE
ROADWAY

GAS LINES

SUBWAY
PLATFORMS

SUBWAY
LINES
Source: New York Times

T HI C K M ID T O WN
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This is a section of how the systems are layered
under the streets in Manhattan. Not all things are
coupled together, but often times, steam is coupled
with subway lines and electric.
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MAN HAT TA N A N D S T E AM

Below is an interpolation of Manhattans skyline as a landmass. As you can see, the built up areas are directly related to density of steam pipes.
This wasn’t always the plan for Manhattan, the steam was supposed to go to tall buildings all through the middle - but due to geology the steam system evolved with Manhattan’s needs.

DOWNTOWN
HISTORIC USE

A C O -EVOLUTION ARY TALE

MIDTOWN
MOST CURRENT USE

Steam needs high rises, and high rises need steam.
Manhattan has a unique relationship to its steam system. Without steam, architecture would not
have evolved the way it did, and without the need for architecture, the steam system would have
died out like it did in many other cities in the early 20th century. The rate of growth in New York
sustained it - and has relied on it ever since.
This co-evolving landscape still thrives today, but it’s running into some 21st century realities
of climate change. Steam is comparatively efficient, however, all steam plants are currently
outputting very high, or extreme levels of greenhouse emissions.
Is there a cleaner way to produce steam?
Also, in 2012, Hurricane Sandy hit New York. During that time all operations of Manhattan steam
were preemptively shut down due to inundation issues. Inundation in steam pipes causes massive
explosions. Currently, all steam plants due to their need of water - rely on the zones most likely
to be flooded. NYC is facing serious energy issues and steam is just the start.

N EIGHB O R H O O D S B Y S TE A M
Some neighborhoods have very steamy vents protruding from them. Most likely you will have seen these in midtown
or in downtown - due to the amount of pipe in those areas. Is there a way we can distinguish neighborhoods by their
relationship to steam?
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D OWNTOWN

TRIBECA

LITTLE ITALY

STEAM PIPES

POWER PLANTS

CENTERED

PERIPHERY

EA S T VI LLAG E

KI PPS BAY

M ID T O W N

U P P E R E AST SID E
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EVO LU T IO N
1880 TO TODAY

As the steam system was developed, high rise districts followed. Originally the steam system was much more
dense between Midtown and Downtown, but as smaller buildings were built - steam wasn’t as efficient and was
decommissioned. Today, new steam lines are built occasionally, but are limited to areas of current operation.

Source: Museum of the City of New York
Source: New York Times and Con Edison

EMISSION CONTROL

ISSU ES WI T H ST EA M

60TH ST
59TH ST

LEVEL = [ VERY HIGH ]

LEVEL = [ VERY HIGH ]

CO2 : 186,040
METHANE: 74
N20: 109

CO2 : 270,999
METHANE: 182
N20: 477

Even though steam is considered cleaner than normal generation
methods, the amount of emissions created in a network this large
is daunting - and it’s all in an urban core. The largest plant East River - is operating at EXTREME levels according to the EPA.
All other plants which generate steam are at VERY HIGH levels.

74TH ST

We already know there is a great deal of energy lost at plant sites,
but there also away to integrate an energy retrieval system
within the public realm which also utilizes CO2 ?

LEVEL = [ VERY HIGH ]
CO2 : 386,312
METHANE: 324
N20: 957

Source: EPA Emissions Data Map, 2010
https://ghgdata.epa.gov/ghgp/main.do#

RAVENSWOOD
LEVEL = [ VERY HIGH ]
CO2 : 29,823
METHANE: 23
N20: 65

KEY
ZONE 1 (HIGHEST FLOOD RISK)
ZONE 2 (MODERATE FLOOD RISK)
ZONE 3 (LIKELY TO FLOOD)

HUDSON PLANT
LEVEL = [ EXTREMELY HIGH ]
CO2 : 76,495
METHANE: 64
N20: 189
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NEW YORK
STEAM COMPANY

CON EDISON
STEAM SYSTEM

1883 PLAN

2017

EAST RIVER PLANT
LEVEL = [ EXTREMELY HIGH ]
CO2 : 2,281,758
METHANE: 911
N20: 1,403

ST O R M SU R G ES
Every hurricane brings with it an entire steam system
shutdown. Because everything is underground, and all the
plants are located in inundation zones, it’s a system in peril.
To make matters worse, steam isn’t the only one in trouble most of New Yorks energy infrastructures are coastal.
Source: NYC Hurricane Evacuation Zone Map
https://maps.nyc.gov/hurricane/
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P U B L I C P O R TA L S A ND
SO NI C I NT ER FA C ES

In order to convey energy, we must first convey ourselves.
KEY

SONIC STUDIO

HUDSON
AVE
PLANT

STEAM LINE

POWER PLANT

SEMI-PUBLIC BUILDING

PUBLIC PARK

SUBWAY STATION

WTC

EAST
RIVER
PLANT
SONIC
STUDIO

In this proposal, a network of portals which intersect with the steam system
will be highlighted as informative sonic poles of systemic recognition. These portals
prompt the user on a journey of conveyance to the source by means of public parks,
buildings, steam vents and subway lines. At the end of this journey is the source,
one of the 5 steam plants, which all have adjacent parks.
These spaces trace all energy coming in and our, and use the wasted
energy as a means of public music making - an electronic park.

CONVEYANCE # 2:
OOD
NSW T
RAVE PLAN

SONICIO
STUD

SONIC
STUDIO

TIMES SQ _EAST RIVER

60TH ST
PLANT
TIMES SQ

T
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75T NT
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START HERE
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STUDIO

START HERE

CONVEYANCE # 1:

E
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T
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R
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E
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A
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WTC _EAST RIVER
START HERE

SONIC
STUDIO
59TH
STREET
PLANT

L
RA
TU RY
NA ISTO
H

CONVEYANCE # 3:

MET _RAVENSWOOD
END HERE

END HERE

ST O R M SU R G ES
Every hurricane brings with it an entire steam system
shutdown. Because everything is underground, and all the
plants are located in inundation zones, it’s a system in peril.
To make matters worse, steam isn’t the only one in trouble most of New Yorks energy infrastructures are coastal.
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Source: NYC Hurricane Evacuation Zone Map
https://maps.nyc.gov/hurricane/
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HY P OT HET I CA L I N T E R FA CE S : 3 TY P E S

GAMEPLAY: PORTAL T O PA R K

There are 3 modes of play: portals, tracking and platforms. This is in order to trace what was found at the portals of
intervention back to the origins of the energy conveyed. During this conveyance of body, power is conveyed underneath
the players below their feet.

CONVEYANCE # 2:

1
PORTALS:
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
PUBLIC PARKS

TIMES SQ _EAST RIVER

1

PORTAL

2

TRACKING
PUBLIC PORTAL # 38:

TIMES SQUARE

3

PLATFORM

4

PLAY

SONIC STUDIO # 2:

EAST RIVER PLANT

2
TRACKING:
STEAM LINES
SUBWAY LINES

3
PLATFORM:
STEAM PLANT
SONIC STUDIOS
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FI NDING S + CON CLUSIO N S
From this phase, I’ve found that perhaps a didactic or game play isn’t what is
best for this scenario. It seems there may be an alternative route to designing
a public system of interactive spaces - something much more low tech. I’ve
found that what I’ve proposed is well researched and founded, but that it may
not be what this system wants to have done to it. Most of the feedback from
review were comments about how much research I had done on the system,
but that the story, the simple and true one, has gotten lost among the data.
That story is this one:
Energy infrastructures used to be revered. They were palaces, and deemed
“temples of power”. Somewhere in history, we lost sight of the magic these
systems hold. We lost sight of the services being given to us by these feats of
engineering and power. That reverence is what I set out to bring back - and it
remains the one true goal of this project. To bring back the magic.
The New York Steam System is BEAUTIFUL.
It’s a miracle it works the way it does, and that is the simple truth of it.
The way that truth is conveyed, should be just as simple.
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A S S ES S MENT
Just because we have created a new god - the internet - does not mean that
we should amalgamate old infrastructures with it to speak for a modern
audience. The old infrastructures have old voices - and the one of the steam
system doesn’t need modern technology to speak for it - it already speaks for
itself.
In this next venture, I’ll look towards it’s unique voice. It’s personality, and
what how it expresses itself in each neighborhood. I want to create an analog
method of interpreting the systems habits.
What is the least amount I can do to show people Holly exists?
And for the first time in this book, I’ll let you know it’s name.
HOLLY: The New York Steam System.
She’s just as alive as you and I, and this next phase, the goal is to let her sing.
T

Research went smoothly in this phase - but the decisions regarding how to
best interpret it or which parts were most relevant seemed to be the largest
road block I encountered. I think through going through as much information
as I did, it’s led me to be more difinitave about what truly matters about this
project. If anything that was proabably my largest mistake - was taking on so
much external research instead of sketching or starting a hypothetical design.
I kept waiting for the answer to pop out of the analysis - and it’s true it did,
just not in the way that was anticipated.

If I could do it over again, I would have focused more on the steam system, and
how the mechanics work on a very localized human scale, instead of working
at the scale of manhattan for so long. It’s imperative that I really jump into a
very close quartered view of this project.
I’m thinking for the next phase, video may be the best course of action to
show conveyance through the system. I know that I would like to make a sonic
production to let the audience know how it would sound. The final experience
should be one which is very immersive and sonic.

The energy system is so large and it’s really easy to get wrapped up in how
many aspects of it interact with one another - you can get lost for days
understanding just how interconnected everything is. Now, its time to step
back and just see this one piece for what it is, and develop a sound proposal
around that knowing what I know about the surrounding influences.
The shedule worked out fine - and I even managed to get more done than
I thought I would have time to. I ended up bulding a prototype of the sonic
studio idea - just to see how it might work. It was successful in testing,
however during the presentation it failed to work properly.
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P HA SE T HR EE
VO U BL E VA P O R S
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INT R O D U C T IO N

A B S T R A CT
In this phase, I’m looking deep into an insertion point into the New York Steam
System to allow it to have a voice in the streets of Manhattan. First, I will map
out where it exists in it’s subterrainean network, and also docment it’s above
ground potentials for interfacing with it.

The following pages are an exploratory adventure in making music
with a mysterious underground creature as our main collaborator.

The main element of my intrigue and the point of insertion will be the manhole.

It is with the manhole cover, I believe we can begin to speak to this
system and have a real conversation about what it does for New York
City and it’s people.

The face of the New York Steam system is the manhole cover.

Also, in this phase I would like to begin to understand the sonic languages the
system could speak in, and model those with production software.

But what kinds of things could it say to us? And what type of device will we need
to build as our telephone system to the underworld?

M E T HO D S

How can we give the New York Steam System a voice?

1. Modeling information found from Con Edisons Archives
2. Mapping using on street sleuthing
3. Modeling sound in Abelton Live
41ST STREET MANHOLE COVER
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A PRES S UR I ZE D S YS TE M

M A NHO L E C O NF I G U R AT IO NS

S AG E G R E E N PA IN T

M AN HO L E L AY O U T IN M AN HAT TAN

The New York Steam System has a series of pressure releases which
exhibit themselves through maholes and their respective covers. Currently
the system lets this pressure out through one or two manholes at a time,
while the rest remain inactive. However, in this proposal, we look to decentralizing the pressure realase by activating all the manhole covers.

E X T R AC T IO N HO L E

C U R R E N T PR ES S U RE RE LE AS E S Y S TE M

1

T HE CLUS T ER

2

Found in sets of 3 in concrete basin. If found on a
small street, they embedded in the roadway; if on
an avenue, they are placed in the right sidewalk.

T HE IN T E R SE C T IO N
Found as one large manhole amongst other
utilities in an intersection - near cross walk.

2

T HE LO N E R
Found as a solitary manhole cover usually
embedded in a roadway on an east-west axis.

C O N E D I S O N LO G O

3 2” D IA

AV E

P R O PO S E D PR E S S U RE RE LE AS E S Y S TEM

ST

HARMONY

[FOUNDATIONAL SE QUE NCING]

THE M ANHO LE COVER
The current manhole covers are distinct from other utilities. Most have a sage green paint,
and are distinctly larger than other utilities access ways. Regardless of paint color, they all
have the same rippled inlay which denotes they are for the steam system. In addition there
is usually another square inlay next to it which says “S”.
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A N EW M A N H O L E CO VE R

PO R O US PR O T E C T IVE C O VE R

A ST E A M DRIVEN IN STRUMEN T

R I M L E D L IG HT

Designed to intake the current excess steam valve and push
it through an organ-like instrument which, based on pressure
thresholds, allows the steam to access certain parts of the
instrument.
It is also lit up by two lights, one under the element
and one that circles the rim, denoting and signaling that there is
something different about this manhole cover.

C A L I B R AT E D PI PE S

L IG HT IN G

AIR FLOW
ST E E L C A SI N G

EXISTING
TUNNEL

EXISTING
RELEASE
VALVE

PE R C USSIVE I N TA K E
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MOD ELI N G S O UN D

T HE INST R U M ENT

C OMP U TER AIDED PRO DUCTIO N

P R E SSU R E D R IV E N SO U N D M AK IN G

In order to test out what types of sounds this system could potentially make,
I modeled it out in Abelton Live, as well as recorded on site in the streets of
Manhattan. From these, I created a patch in Pure Data which I used to control a
Bela Board that takes in sound tracks created in Abelton and outputs them into
a real live time model of pressure variables.

M USICAL
RESEAR CH

This new manhole cover is home to an instrument. Based on 3 pressure thresholds,
the sound exhibited by the manhole cover will change. The lowest pressure is a
percussive sound, followed by a harmonics based mid-pressure. Lastly, with the
highest pressure, you will find a more melodic set of tunes.
All three types of sounds together compose a song.

ON SITE
RECORDINGS

P U R E DATA PAT C H
PURE DATA PAT CH

ABELTON
MODE L
PURE DATA

BELA

IN S TRU M E NT DE S IG N W ITH BELA
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PRODUCTION OF SOUNDS IN ABLETO N
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THE S T E A M CI R C UIT

NEW R EL EA SE

A P ILOT PROJECT FO R VAPO R DRIVEN INSTRUMENTATION

In the one hundred miles of pipe carrying steam,
there are certain points where the pressure builds.

A P ILO T P RO J E C T

DFAFASDFASFEAF

In these cases, steam needs to be released. Today,
they release it through large pipes one manhole at
a time, but in this design, each manhole cover acts
as an individual decentralized pressure release
valve.

MI D TO WN
MADISON
SQ PARK

LO

During this release music is generated.
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CONTROL
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P O WE R P LANT
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IRREGULAR
BEATS

2

CHOPPY
HARMONY

3

SUSTAINED
PULSES

4

WILD MELODY

BYPASS
RELEASE
E
R
U
S
S
E
NEW PR

SHELL
INSULATORY

EXISTING DISCHARGE
VALVE

T HE E X P E R I E N C E
DEPENDING ON YOUR PROXIMITY TO THE GENERATION
PLANT, YOUR EXPERIENCE IN THE STEAM CIRCUIT WILL
CHANGE. IF YOU ARE FAR AWAY, YOU MIGHT HEAR
SOME HISSING AND BANGING, IF YOU’RE
REALLY CLOSE YOU’LL HEAR LOUD VOCALIZATIONS.
IN BETWEEN YOU HAVE SOME HARMONY AND
SYNCOPATION. IF YOU WALK THE WHOLE THING
YOU’LL BE REWARDED WITH A WHOLE COMPOSITION.

SECTION PERSPECTIVE OF NEW M ANHOLE
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S O N I C P E R S P E C TI V E S
V IE W S IN T O T HE S T E AM CI R CU IT
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M O D EL
U R B AN M IXE R
This model is a transect of a part of The Steam
Circuit proposed.It models how different
manhole covers would react to varying
pressures in the new york steam system.
low pressure - percussive
mid pressure - harmonic
high - melodic
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS
2% FOR INFR ASTR C TUR E & DES IGN CORPS
At the terminous of this thesis, I feel that this is only the begining of these
types of energy infrastructure projects. There are so many small places we
as landscape architects can insert ourselves into to bring a more human
component to energy systems. The types of projects are endless, and they
should be avaliable to any mind who has a voice for public space.
I believe I’ll continue on this trajectory towards developing small interventions
in large infrastructual systems for the humans who support them, and I believe
it is my mission in my future career to create a program which incentivizes
and glorifies public work.
There are already programs in place which give small amounts of money for
art in public space - 1% for Art is a common city or state initiative which
gives 1% of a project budget to art. I have a similar strategy, but one which
would mix with another public program from my own personal experience AmeriCorps.

DESIGNCORPS

This Program will be called DesignCorps - and it’s mission is contract 2% of
the project budget in public work for human centered infrastructure.

These design jobs would be subsidized by the 2% of project budgets to
support smart development of infrastructure which creates a more vital public
realm around these projects.
Recent graduates could choose to, like with AmeriCorps or PeaceCorps, to give
1-2 years of their young careers to aid in the design of ubiquitous public works
projects - underpass design, utilies, roadways, signage, public restrooms.
These ongoing infrastructure projects would give design interns an opportunity
to excercise quick win opportunities in public engagement, as well as give the
field of landscape architecture, real world experience in public process and
working with other disciplines before working in private practice.
This program gives experience to those seeking it, and much needed design
support to engineers which take on the brunt of these infrastructural issues.
It’s a win-win, for people, designers and the environment. Over the next 40
years, I hope to be politically active into shaping DesignCorps into a program
which will accompany a New New Deal to rebuild the infrastructure of this
country.

A S I S T ER OR GANIZATION OF AMER IC OR P S
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